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“True love is not anything else but the inevitable desire to help someone become who he really is.” This thought 

proves the love that our brothers Carpenteros have for Honduras.  During a decade of working together we have 

seen how many lives have changed, especially our own by how God has used us. “Glory be to God.” Thank you for 

supporting Honduras youth that did not have an opportunity to continue their middle/highschool studies and now 

they are able to finish them and be a part of society to serve others and be part of a change.  

46 students, until this date have graduated from highschool. This gives them the opportunity to go to college, get 

jobs and be able to organize and do activities to develop their community.  

This year 2015, 45 students were supported from the communities Guanábano, El Carrizal, and the island of 

Amapala from which 3 graduated this year (2 in Hospitality and Tourism in Amapala and 1 getting a highschool 

degree called “Bachillerato en Ciencias y Letras” from the community of Guanábano.  

Young students are integrated to different development programs that Diaconía Nacional has in the communities. 

For example the program of preventive health where they help with community clean ups with the purpose of 

improving the environment in the communities. In Olancho some are integrated in the food safety by planting 

family gardens to improve the food, breeding and fattening of chicken. Technic trainings are for them to develop 

their skills and also use them to the service of their communities. Also every two months the staff of Diaconia has 

meetings with the students to know their needs and see how they can be 

supported with whatever is needed, especially teach them the word of the 

Lord and motivate them to accomplish their responsibilities as students.  

 

Belqui Hernandes from the community Guanabano sends her regards and 

thanksgiving.  

“Carpenteros brothers from Canada, I want to thank you for the support you 

have given me during all these years I’ve been studying. Without your support 

it would have been very difficult for me to accomplish this dream of 

graduating since my grandmother had no resources for school expenses. 

Thank you for been a part of my educational formation. My family and I are 

greatly thankful. May the Lord continue giving you the opportunity to 

continue with the ministry the changes lives.”  

                      

 

Thanksgiving from Leydi Paola Reyes from 

Amapala 

“My brothers, my heart rejoices of happiness 

because of the blessing of God and support I 

received from you for several years, which helped 

me graduate and get my high school degree in 

Hospitality and Tourism. My dream now is to 

work and continue my college studies. Thank you 

very much everybody that is part of this ministry 

in Honduras”  

 



Dalila Francibel Garcia 
“Thank you very much brothers for  

being a part in my professional formation,  

continue supporting other youngsters  

that need it just I did.”   

 

Student Activities 

Chicken Project in Guanábano and community work with the youth: in trash recycling and planting in family gardens.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Meeting with students in the community of El 
Guanabano, Olancho. 

Part of the students of the community of Carrizal 
along with Dilia Aguiriano, Diaconia Nacional´s 

Director and Leticia Soto program coordinator for 
Olancho. 


